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Sydney, I am halfway through Pierced and I know there has to be another book. I have read the reviews and I know now
that there is a major cliffhanger at the end of book 1.

Weekends Required Danvers 1 8 Author: I work for a party planning company; I do not strip! Why must you
continue to harp on that? That just shows how small the world truly is Claire. For probably the first time in her
life, Claire felt she was entirely capable of violence against another. Having to sit beside Jason in the tight
confines of her car while he labeled her as a stripper once again was enough to make someone as calm and
mild mannered as her want to reach across the seats and slap him on his smug face. She was in no shape to
fight this battle with Jason tonight and win so she settled down further in the seat and closed her eyes
pretending to sleep. Luckily, Jason seemed to be willing to let the matter drop for now. No doubt he was busy
thinking up his next reference to stripping. Claire fearfully wondered what she would possibly do if Jason was
correct about her contract, and she doubted very seriously if he was bluffing about that. She was barely
making ends meet now with both jobs and there was no way she would be able to find another part-time job
with the flexible hours and generous pay that Partiez Plus provided. Even though he seemed to have no
shortage of disparaging remarks to make to her, he was still reeling from the evening. Never one to spare more
than a passing glance at women he considered too obvious, he was completely captivated when Claire had
looked at him after jumping from the cake. He knew those green eyes; he knew the curve of her face, and his
body seemed to put it all together before his mind could catch up. The most surprising aspect had been the
protective instinct that had almost immediately kicked in along with the recognition. He wanted to run up and
drag her behind him until he could cover her up. He wanted to punch anyone in the crowd that dared look at
her, including his friends. Who would have thought that he would be standing in a bathroom stall with his
assistant holding her hair back while she retched? At that moment with her obviously in distress, all he wanted
to do was take care of her, make every bad thing in her life disappear. She was so small and trusting curled
against his chest while she slept at the rest area. This certainly was a night of firsts for him. Sparing a quick
glance at her, he was surprised to see a small hand reach up to her face and quickly wipe what appeared to be a
tear from her cheek. Good job Jason, way to make a lady cry. Feeling something inside his chest clench, Jason
vowed to find out more about this other life that his assistant was living. Who was the real Claire and why was
he suddenly so desperate to have that question answered? There was no sign of anyone in the foyer as she
made her way up the stairs as quietly and quickly as possible. Claire stepped inside her bedroom and went
straight to the bathroom. She quickly peeled off her clothing and stepped into the steaming shower. With a
moan, she closed her eyes and let the events of the evening fall away. She eased into the shower seat and laid
her head back able to relax for the first time in hours, the steam from the shower causing her eyes to become
heavy and hard to hold open. Suddenly cold air rushed into the shower as the door was jerked open and Claire
was again in the bathroom with her boss. Do you know how irresponsible it is to sleep in the bath or, heaven
forbid, the shower? Strong arms were suddenly around her, and she was being lifted from the shower and
cradled against a hard chest. Despite her protests, Jason gently deposited her onto a chair in the bedroom and
quickly went back to the bathroom for her robe and towel. With a muttered oath, Jason pulled her into a
standing position and slid the robe on her arms and belted it around her waist. When this was completed to his
satisfaction, he pushed her back down into the chair and began drying her hair with the towel. As her boss
dried her hair while she sat in front of him in nothing but a thin robe Claire had to wonder where exactly she
lost control of this weekend. What would happen to her if she lost her job with Danvers over this whole mess?
Jason was not one to tolerate any excuses or anything that disrupted the smooth flow he preferred at work.
Maybe her only option was to throw herself on his mercy; if that existed. How is your hip feeling? Her cheeks
began to flame in embarrassment at displaying yet more of her clumsiness. Suddenly, his hands slid to her
shoulders as if to help her. Looking up into those beautiful blue eyes, Claire felt her whole body come to life
for the second time that evening. Not willing to risk letting him close enough to realize that, she stiffened and
pulled back. After brushing her teeth and finding her nightgown, Claire settled gratefully between the cool
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sheets. The room was spinning slightly as she closed her eyes and hoped that somehow she would be able to
sleep tonight. Chapter Eight Claire was shocked to see from the bedside clock that it was 9: Pain pounded in
her temples as she stumbled out of bed and to the bathroom. She cringed at the image looking back at her from
the mirror. Hair sticking out at all angles, dark circles under her eyes, she looked exactly like someone with a
hangover. Claire grabbed a towel and made quick work of showering knowing Jason would be ready to work
at any moment. Claire returned to the bedroom for fresh clothing and was again brought up short by Jason
standing in her room. Despite probably having no more sleep than her, he looked well rested and fresh.
Another pair of low slung faded jeans and a polo shirt made him look good enough to eat. Wonder if I could
get a coffee with those sweet buns on the side? I would like to get dressed. It might be less awkward for you
than having to lie to Liz and Harold about your evening with your long-lost aunt. He flashed her a rare smile
and headed back through the connecting door. Claire pulled out a pair of jeans and a soft green tunic and then
returned to the bathroom to dry her hair and fixed it in the usual weekend ponytail. With a dab of lip gloss and
a light coat of concealer to hide the dark circles under her eyes she was as ready as she was going to be. She
selected a croissant and lowered herself into a chair taking a grateful sip of the coffee. She looked up to find
Jason studying her with what appeared to be real curiosity. She could feel her cheeks go red as she waited for
some snide comment about her being a stripper.
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2: Read Weekends Required (Danvers #1)(8) online free by Sydney Landon
Sydney Landon is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author. When she isn't writing, Sydney enjoys reading,
swimming, and being a minivan-driving soccer mom. When she isn't writing, Sydney enjoys reading, swimming, and
being a minivan-driving soccer mom.

Mazuru The chemistry is tepid at best. To do this she has a second job with a party service which includes
jumping out of cakes for bachelor parties. Another I really liked this book. Syfney fighting that occurs in the
book is a feeble attempted to force passion into a dull story. This is not a negative review! Lists with This
Book. He really took over her life once he decided he had to have her, and was quick to position himself
completely in all aspects of her life. Overview Music Video Charts. After suffering the loss of two women in
my life, I grew cold and indifferent to the idea of love. No one knows about her night job jumping out of cakes
for bachelor parties, and she had hoped to keep it that way, until one night she jumped out of a cake and
practically into the arms of her boss. I read the e-version of this book and while I thought the story was fairly
enjoyable, the writing itself was so clunky it distracted from the story. The Arrangement 7 The Ferro Family.
Even though Dylan is a workaholic, he still finds time to enjoy the beautiful women who pass through his
hotel â€” all of them except Zoe. I liked how they sort of stayed together during the misunderstanding part,
instead of rushing off and stewing about it, this time their mutual need overcame that and kept them engaged,
if at odds. Daphne Loveling Narrated by: The parts with her mom are the reasons why I continued to read the
book. Jul 04, Natasha is a Book Junkie rated it liked it. Weekends Required starts off with Claire working for
Danvers Intl. She thinks he is trying to control her life by playing Capt. He does not like the thought of xydney
men ogling her. I really wanted to like this book. But man was he totally concern for Claire and how sincere
he is when he did those stuff. Invited audience members will follow you as you navigate and present People
invited to a presentation do not need a Prezi account This link expires 10 minutes after you close the
presentation A maximum of 30 users can follow your presentation Learn more about this feature in our
knowledge base article. I Only Have Eyes for You: The Arrangement 4 The Ferro Family. To support her
ailing mother, Claire is forced to work a second job at a party-planning company. Drama, heartache, romance,
passion, love, witty characters and ended perfectly! A very light and entertaining book, although love got
introduced very quickly. I kinda ship Grayson and her! Weekends Required â€” All About Romance A little
mishap is okay but again there was excessive use of this characteristic almost to the point of creating a
helplessness in Requirred. My thoughts in a nutshell: I work hard, I follow the rules, I always achieve my
goals. We are rsquired to find iTunes on your computer. Then I started commenting and finally I applied to be
a reviewer and the rest they say is history. I know now that I did everything wrong with you. Aug 28, Kristy
rated it really liked it Shelves: Not the Marrying Kind. Want to Read savingâ€¦. The best part of the book for
me was with her mother. Neither you, nor the coeditors you shared it with will be able to recover it again.
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3: Weekends Required (Danvers #1) by Sydney Landon | River Grove Public Library | Home
Sydney Landon is the New York Times & USA Today Best Selling author of: Weekends Required, Not Planning on You,
Fall For Me, Fighting For You, Betting on You, No Denying You, Always Loving You, Pierced and Fractured. Sydney is
currently working on the next book in the Danvers' Series as well as the Pierced Series.

Jason Danvers did truly have a butt to admire. At well over 6 feet tall with dark-brown hair that tended to curl
up at the end, compelling ice-blue eyes that looked right through you and a rugged and tanned athletic build,
Jason Danvers was very hard to ignore. His presence always seemed to dominate a room. His every movement
impatient, Jason never seemed to relax. Every lady in the cafeteria was craning their head to get a better look.
Smoking Buns hears you. Suzy was what every little girl wanted to grow up to be, gorgeous and confident.
With long dark-red hair, a tall slim build and curves in all the right places, Suzy loved pushing the fashion
envelope at the office. Suzy handled special events for Danvers International, and as she often told anyone
who listened, she was damn good at her job. Her boss had long ago given up trying to stress the importance of
professional dress attire to her and now suffered in silence when Suzy showed up for work in various forms of
leather and lace or neon colored t-shirts with catchy slogans. Claire suspected she was so beautiful that no one
actually cared what she wore, as long as they could admire her every day. Claire considered today to be a
subdued day for Suzy with only a blue jean miniskirt and a rainbow-colored shirt with a peace sign on it. Of
course, the fact the skirt was barely legal and the bright pink hi-top tennis shoes were eye popping still
managed to make her stand out in the cafeteria. Suzy had a colorful and sexy fashion style to say the least;
Claire preferred a more tailored look. Classic slacks and tops or flowing dresses in neutral tones were her
usual work attire. Suzy also loved the tanning salons even though Claire often lectured her on the dangers of
that particular pastime. Wherever they went, men stopped to stare at Suzy. Claire, however, might as well be a
picture on the wall or a potted plant for all the attention they paid to her. Suzy always begged Claire to let her
do a makeover; she shuddered at the thought. Claire laughed under her breath and thought to herself that if
Suzy had any idea what she was doing last night she would probably die of a heart attack on the spot. Claire
gathered up her own tray and headed to the front to drop it off. George always had a smile for everyone and in
truth, a soft spot for Claire. As Claire stepped into the elevator she once again forced herself to remain calm.
Meeting her fear of enclosed spaces was what forced her to take the elevator every day instead of the stairs.
While the stairs might be better for her physically, conquering her claustrophobia was far more important.
Danvers International was a huge glass and steel building with 25 floors. Claire settled into her desk in the
reception area, putting away her purse in the bottom drawer of her desk. Jason liked for the office to be very
impersonal and Claire was always careful to have no personal items on her desk. His one concession to some
type of informality was to address her by her first name, and he liked to be addressed by his as well. Claire had
been working for Jason as his assistant for three years. Her job generally required her to handle all the liaising
with clients, suppliers and other staff. Her office life was never slow or boring. Jason was a fair boss and
always treated her well. In the time, they had worked together, they had managed to create a comfortable
relationship.
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4: Weekends Required (Danvers #1)(7) read online free by Sydney Landon
Weekends Required read online free from your Pc or Mobile. Weekends Required (Danvers #1) is a Romance novel by
Sydney Landon.

Weekends Required Danvers 1 7 Author: Claire felt the urge to kick Jason under the table for his previous
comment. She settled for shooting him a dirty look to which she received a knowing smirk in return. In the
distance, she could see a huge building with a corral in the front and several men leading horses in it. Harold
explained those horses were being trained for specific buyers. One buyer was purchasing a horse for his
daughter who had been an avid rider but tragically blinded in an accident last year. His daughter wanted to
continue to ride, and they were working on a method of training for the disabled. Liz enthusiastically picked
up the conversation as Harold paused for a moment to enjoy his lunch. Training horses for a person with a
specific handicap is challenging and often a long process but when we saw the tears of the first young lady we
trained a horse for her that had lost a leg in an auto accident; we both knew this was our calling. Training and
selling race horses was really a hobby for them. This new area is our labor of love, and although it has taken
an enormous amount of time and training, we feel so blessed to be able to give someone back their dream.
Most of her meals with her mother and Louise were spent in constant trepidation of her mother moving into an
agitated state when her memory lapsed. Meals with Suzy seemed to revolve around Claire getting out more
and getting a social life or, at the very least, just getting laid. So this lunch seemed to be remarkably pressure
free. Even Jason who normally was so intense to be around appeared to be relaxed as he pointed out areas of
interest around the ranch or told stories from their college days. Claire insisted on helping Liz clear the table.
They walked in the kitchen and loaded the dishwasher together. I think there was more than the chili steaming
over there. Why must she always feel like she was in perpetual heat around this man? The walls were painted
a pale blue color with a matching comforter on the queen-sized bed and another chest at the foot of the bed.
Claire quickly looked away from Jason and walked towards the desk he had set up in the sitting area. She
winced in pain, reaching up a hand to rub her head. Claire crawled from under the table and sat back on her
heels while she surveyed her latest head injury with her hand.
5: Weekends Required (Danvers #1) read online free by Sydney Landon
Weekends Required (Danvers #1) Claire Walters has worked for Jason Danvers as his assistant for three years, but
he's never appreciated her as a womanâ€”until the day she jumps out of a cake at his friend's bachelor party..

6: Read Weekends Required online free by Sydney Landon | Full Books
Sydney Landon is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Danvers novels, including Watch Over
Me and The One for Me. She lives in South Carolina with her husband and two children, who keep her life interesting
and borderline insane but never boring.

7: Weekends Required read online free by Sydney Landon | 22Novels
Sydney Landon is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author. When she isn't writing, Sydney enjoys reading,
swimming, and being a minivan-driving soccer mom. She lives in Greenville, South Carolina, with her family.

8: Weekends Required by Sydney Landon | Books on Tape
Read Weekends Required (Danvers #1) online free from your iPhone, iPad, android, Pc, Mobile. Weekends Required is
a Romance novel by Sydney Landon.
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9: Weekends Required by Sydney Landon | www.enganchecubano.com
Weekends Required is the first published work by Sydney Landon. It's a novella but the characters are well developed
and there is more to this story. 18 Feb Weekends Required. Sydney Landon.
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